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Last week you 
discussed a 
bechor receiving 
a double portion 
from the sale of 
a house that he 
and his brother 

inherited from their father.
Q: Does the same apply if two sons inherit a 
house on their mother’s death? If the house 
had been jointly owned by both parents, 
how is the house to be divided by the heirs?
A: Your question raises very important issues. 
A bechor receives a double portion from the 
assets he inherits from his father, but does not 
receive a double portion from assets he inherits 
from his mother (C.M. 278:1). Therefore, when a 
father passes away his bechor receives a double 
portion from the sale of the house. Even if the 
father predeceases his wife and she continues 
to live in the house following her husband’s 
passing, it is not because she inherited the 
house, since wives do not inherit assets from 
their husbands (Rambam, Nachalos 1:8). 
The widow has the right to remain in the house 
because the kesubah stipulates that she may 
continue to live in her husband’s home (E.H. 
94:1). However, after she passes away the 
sons divide the house in accordance with the 
halachos of yerushah that apply when inheriting 
from a father, and therefore the bechor receives 
a double portion.
If the house belonged wholly to their mother 
(e.g., if she inherited it from her parents or 
she purchased it before she was married), 
although her husband had use of the home 
during their marriage (E.H. 85:13), once he 
dies the right to use the home returns to her. 
When she subsequently passes away, the sons 
inherit the home from her and therefore the 
bechor does not receive a double portion from 
its sale. If the wife predeceased her husband, 
he inherited her assets (E.H. 90:1), and when 
he subsequently passed away, the sons inherit 
what is now his home and the bechor receives 

sABA#1
Throughout the world, Chanukah menoros burn brightly to 
celebrate Hashem’s miracles and our deliverance from the 
Greeks.
In the evening, the streets in Jewish neighborhoods worldwide 

and especially in Eretz Yisrael are lined with glass boxes containing glowing menoros at the 
house entrances. Yossi had always lit inside the house, but now that he was older his father 
allowed him to light outside.
One evening the box tipped over and the glass door broke. The weather was calm, though, 
and it seemed that the menorah would burn even without the glass door.
“Do you think it’s safe?” asked his friend Yankel. “What happens if something catches fire?”
“Nobody’s supposed to touch the flames,” responded Yossi. “Anyway, the ideal mitzvah is to 
light outside. If something happens, it’s not my fault; I’m just doing what Chazal instituted. In 
Chazal’s time they didn’t have these glass boxes; people just lit bowls of oil outside.”
“I hope you’re right,” said Yankel. 
Yossi lit his menorah and watched the flames dance around in the mild breeze. He shook the 
box gently to make sure that it was stable. After watching the flames for ten minutes he went 
inside. Tomorrow he would get another piece of glass for the box door.
Yossi settled down with some chocolate coins to study for a test on hilchos Chanukah. Suddenly, 
there seemed to be a commotion in the street. He heard cries: “Fire! Fire! Call 911.” 
Yossi ran over to the window, his heart thumping. Sure enough, a small fire had begun 
spreading from his menorah. Fortunately, someone managed to dump a bucket of water on 
the fire and extinguish it, but there was some damage to the neighbor’s property.
When Yossi’s father came home later 
that night, he heard what happened 
and was very upset about the potential 
danger. He was also going to have 
to deal with the neighbor’s damage. 
Although Yossi felt bad, he still wasn’t 
convinced that he was at fault. 
“I was doing the mitzvah,” he protested. 
“What more was I expected to do?”
“I think we should discuss this with 
Rabbi Dayan,” his father said. He called 
Rabbi Dayan and arranged to meet the 
following day.
When Yossi and his father arrived, there 
were a few sefarim on the desk with 
bookmarks at the appropriate places.
“Yossi, you raised an important 
question,” began Rabbi Dayan. “Is a 
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a double portion from the home.
How do heirs divide a house that was 
jointly owned by both parents? The answer 
to this inquiry is not straightforward, as we 
shall explain, and highlights one of the many 
reasons one should engage a halachic expert 
to draft his tzvaah (will).
As mentioned, when the wife predeceases her 
husband, he inherits her half of the house, and 
when he subsequently dies, the sons inherit 
the house from him and the bechor receives a 
double portion. However, when the husband 
dies first, the matter is subject to a debate 
that revolves around the nature of the joint 
ownership.
One possibility is that the couple are equal 
partners in the house (see Beis Yitzchak, C.M. 
72) and each half would be subject to the 
halachos of inheritance that apply when that 
spouse passes away. Even if the father paid for 
the house, by including his wife on the deed, 
he intended to gift her half of the house to 
form an equal partnership. Accordingly, the 
bechor receives a double portion only from the 
father’s half. 
Another possibility is that Halachah might 
recognize the secular laws of joint ownership 
which indicate that when one partner dies, 
the surviving partner becomes the owner of 
the entire house (there are different opinions 
whether Halachah recognizes this right). Others 
contend that having both spouses on the deed 
does not always prove that the intent was to 
form a true partnership (see Aruch Hashulchan, 
C.M. 60:21; 62:6). Consequently, it is necessary 
for the Dayan to research what the intent of 
the couple was and in many instances it will 
be necessary to negotiate a compromise since 
it is difficult to know with certainty the intent 
of the couple (see Igros Moshe, C.M. 1:17). 
Therefore, to avoid potential disagreements 
it is essential that a couple record their intent 
when purchasing a house. 

money matters

person liable for a mitzvah that caused damage?”
“The Mishnah (B.K. 62b) deals with the case of a camel laden with flax that caught fire from 
a candle in someone’s store and caused damage,” continued Rabbi Dayan. “The Mishnah 
concludes: ‘If the storeowner left his candle outside, the storeowner is liable. Rabi Yehudah 
said: Regarding a Chanukah candle, he is exempt.’”
“You see,” said Yossi, “I was right! If the fire was caused by a Chanukah candle left outside, 
Rabi Yehudah exempts the storeowner.”
“Not exactly,” smiled Rabbi Dayan. “This is only Rabi Yehudah’s opinion. The Tosefta (6:13) 
states that the Sages disagree with Rabi Yehudah and hold the storeowner liable, even 
though he had permission to place the Chanukah candle outside. This is the accepted 
halachah.”
“How can the storeowner be liable if the mitzvah requires him to light outside?” asked Yossi. 
“What do Chazal want him to do?”
“The Rambam (Hil. Nizkei Mammon 14:13) and Shulchan Aruch (C.M. 418:12) address this,” 
answered Rabbi Dayan. “When recording the halachah, they add, ‘He could have sat and 
guarded.’ 
“Chazal instituted that one should light outside, yet at the same time they expect you to act 
responsibly. An unattended candle poses a hazard, and therefore Chazal require you to take 
proper precautions or look after the candle so that it should not cause damage or danger.”
“That’s a powerful message!” exclaimed Yossi, “Doing a mitzvah is not an excuse; it’s a 
responsibility that must be carried out carefully." 
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VolunteeringAdapted from the writings of  Harav Chaim Kohn, shlita

(Based on writings of Harav Chaim Kohn, shlita)
Q:  I agreed to work on a volunteer basis, but later decided that I am not willing 
to work without payment. Can I retract?
A: If it is reasonable to expect such work to be done gratis, it is considered untrustworthy 
to retract, whereas if such work is not done gratis and you retract before beginning 
work, the employer would not have a rightful complaint (tar’omess). Furthermore, Rema 
rules that even if retracting will cause the employer significant loss, the worker is not 
liable, since he has no binding obligation and the employer should have considered 
that a volunteer might retract (C.M. 333:5; Mishpat Shalom 204:[8]).
However, Shach (333:31) writes that if retracting now will cause the employer a 
significant loss and he is willing to pay for the service, the volunteer cannot retract 
completely, as with any other davar ha’avud. The worker would then be liable as garmi 
(directly caused damage) if he retracted and refused to work even for pay (Machaneh 
Ephraim, Sechirus Po’alim #6; Chazon Ish, B.K. 22:2; Pischei Choshen, Sechirus 11:10). 
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